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	This is an introductory book to radiological English on the basis that there are a lot of radiologists, radiology residents, radiology nurses, radiology students, and radiographers worldwide whose English level is indeterminate because their reading skills are much higher than their fluency. It is intended to help those health care professionals who need English for their work but do not speak English on a day-to-day basis.
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Expert ASP.NET Web API 2 for MVC DevelopersApress, 2014

	Web API 2 is the latest evolution of Microsoft's web services toolkit, which allows the creation of RESTful applications built on the ASP.NET platform. It provides a standards-based approach and a high-productivity development model that makes it easy to deliver services to a wide-range of clients, including mobile devices.
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Vascular Surgery (Springer Specialist Surgery Series)Springer, 2005

	This book provides coverage of a broad range of topics in the field of vascular surgery to

	residents, registrars in training, and to recent graduates of training programs. The book

	is meant to be a practical rendition of the basic knowledge and clinical management

	required for optimal care of vascular surgical patients. Each chapter...
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Picture Yourself Building a Web Site with Joomla! 1.6: Step-by-Step Instruction for Creating a High Quality, Professional-Looking SiteCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	JOOMLA! HAS NOT BEEN AROUND THAT LONG COMPARED to some of the other open source
	Content Management Systems (CMSs). But in the relatively short time that Joomla! has been available, it
	has made a huge impact in the world of CMS Websites. There are thousands of Joomlal-based Websites
	on the Internet today and the number is growing by...
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Shoestring Venture: The Startup BibleIuniverse Inc, 2008

	A Consultant in a Book

	For the millions who start a new business every year on the barest of resources, Shoestring Venture: The Startup Bible is like hiring a high-level consultant to deal with the bewildering maze of issues from finance to marketing to technology that all entrepreneurs...
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Sinography: The Borrowing and Adaptation of the Chinese Script (Language, Writing and Literary Culture in the Sinographic Co)Brill Academic Publishers, 2019

	In the more than 3,000 years since its invention, the Chinese script has been adapted many times to write languages other than Chinese, including Korean, Vietnamese, Japanese, and Zhuang. In Sinography: The Borrowing and Adaptation of the Chinese Script, Zev Handel provides a comprehensive analysis of how the structural features of...
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ColdFusion 8 Developer TutorialPackt Publishing, 2008
Adobe ColdFusion is an application server, renowned for rapid development of dynamic websites, with a straightforward language (CFML), powerful methods for packaging and reusing your code, and AJAX support that will get developers deep into powerful web applications quickly.

This book is the most intense guide to creating professional...
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